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EDITORIAL
Warm summer greetings,
I'm sure that Mark Marrujo and Matt Norman are glad that this year's conference went well and is now
in the history books. As Mark correctly put it this could not happen without the wonderful work put in
by Patti, Shelley and company. It was good to see old and new faces and to mingle with the crowd during the Golf Day and at the conference proper.The Golf Day, in what is becoming fashion again provided
an interesting mix of weather, snowing consistently on the mountains nearby with the occasional flurry
passing by.
Well done to all of our students that participated and well represented their schools during the National
Students Survey Competition- as you will see or may have heard both schools representing New Mexico
did very well. Congratulations go to our esteemed winners of the various awards presented at the NMPS
conference recently. Ira Hardin was the well deserved recipient of the Lifetime Award. David Acosta was
presented with the Surveyor of the Year award and Dr. Sonya Cooper was acknowledged for her efforts in
keeping the educational wheels grinding in the constant effort to keep the program at NMSU viable.
Following on the discussions at the NMPS conference I would urge you all to attend the 2019 Geospatial
Summit which will provide updated information about the planned modernization of the National Spatial
Reference System (NSRS). You can still register for the webinar at: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/
register/8667551715064939523. Remember to check out the new BETA OPUS program to output results
in the new GEOID 18 and ITRF 2014 Frame of reference. There is also another Webinar planned (may
have happened) for the difference and origination of the US Survey foot and the International foot. There
is a video available on the NGS website entitled “Two Right Feet?”. Did I hear correctly that going forward the NGS may be leaning more “International”? May be interesting as to what might happen, make
your voice heard.
Be careful out there this summer and be vigilant for the possible flash floods that may occur as evidenced
by the increased moisture levels that we have experienced of late.
As you may have heard recently there was a meeting between the President and House members regarding the path to passage of an infrastructure bill. It seems lawmakers want to accomplish something in this
regard so look forward to some interesting and exciting measures coming up as there is talk that something
needs to be out in place before the August recess.
Thanks go to all our great vendors for their attendance and show of support for the surveying community
and the continued well being of the profession.
Respectfully, Barry
Editorial Policy

Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Unless copyrighted, articles may
be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the author and to this
publication. All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor at barryphillips.pls@
gmail.com. Submission of an article does not guarantee publication. We reserve the right to edit all submitted
material, and no material will be returned. The opinions expressed are those of the author and are not necessarily
those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.
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President’s
Angle
Mark L. Marrujo, PS
(2019 NMPS President)
April 2019

This year’s NMPS conference is in the books and I hope the venue
was enjoyed. I also hope all that attended had a great time and
benefitted from this year’s topics and speakers. A special thanks
to all our speakers who volunteered their time to present and speak
at our conference. We received a lot of positive feedback from
our attendees. There is a lot of thought and time that goes into
preparing a presentation/talk for a conference such as this. The
commitment from our speakers is significant to the continued success of our conferences.
I would like to recognize and thank Matt Nawrocki with Vectors Inc. and Mary Homan with NM Gas Co.
for their large donations of $10K each to the NMSU Geomatics program on behalf of NMPS. And, let’s
not forget that Matt Nawrocki put the challenge out there again this year to match another $10K in denotations made by NMPS members to NMPS/FYSD for the NMSU Geomatics program. Between NMPS
members and Mr. Nawrocki we can help raise another $20K for the Geomatics program this year. Contact
Patty Floyd at patty.nmps@gmail.com to make your donations. Thank you for giving back to your profession.
I would also like to thank all those individuals and companies who participated and donated through the
annual NMPS golf tournament this year at our conference’s venue. Matt Norman, our President Elect, and
his wife did great job planning and running this year’s event along with the help of some NMSU surveying
students. It was a great turn out and all the participants had a good time. Thanks Matt!
I will wrap this up with a reminder regarding NGS and the update of the State Plane Coordinate System
(SPCS) as part of the transition from the North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83) to the 2022 Terrestrial
Reference Frames. NGS will establish the State Plane Coordinate System of 2022 (SPCS2022), which
will replace SPCS 83, the version referenced to NAD 83. As a stakeholder, NMPS will have input in
helping shape how the system will look in our state. On May 6-7, 2019 NGS is hosting the 2019 Geospatial Summit that can be registered for attendance via Webinar.
The 2019 Geospatial Summit will provide updated information about the planned modernization of the
National Spatial Reference System (NSRS). Specifically, NGS plans to replace the North American
Datum of 1983 (NAD 83) and the North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88) in 2022. The
Summit will also provide an opportunity for NGS to share updates and discuss the progress of projects
related to NSRS Modernization. NGS also looks forward to hearing feedback and collecting requirements
from its stakeholders across the federal, public and private sectors.
Online registration for webinar attendees is still open. It is my understanding that the registration for this
is free at; https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8667551715064939523. If you have questions, you
can email NGS.Infocenter@noaa.gov.
Sincerely, Mark L. Marrujo, PS
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National Society of Professional
Surveyors Announces Results of
18th Annual Student Competition
Frederick, Maryland: The National Society of Professional Surveyors (NSPS) held its 18th Annual
Student Competition, on April 11, 2019 as part of the 2019 NSPS Spring Meetings in Arlington, VA.
The 2019 competition topic was "Utilizing remotely sensed data in a modern surveying practice". Each
team completed a project, prepared a technical report & poster, and gave a formal presentation to a panel
of judges. Thirteen schools with undergraduate degree programs in surveying, mapping or geomatics
participated in this year's competition.

Results:

Baccalaureate Degree Division:

First Place: University of Akron, Akron, OH
Second Place: Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi, Corpus Christi, TX
Third Place: Kennesaw State University, Marietta, GA
Honorable Mentions: (In alphabetical order)
Alfred State University, Alfred, NY
Great Basin College, Elko, NV
Idaho State University, Pocatello, 10
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM
New Jersey Institute of Technology Newark, NJ
Oregon Institute of Technology, Klamath Falls, OR

Associate Degree Division:

First Place: Central New Mexico Community College, Albuquerque, NM
Second Place: East Los Angeles Community College, Monterey Park, CA
Third Place: Northeast Wisconsin Technical College, Green Bay, WI
Honorable Mention: Dunwoody College of Technology Minneapolis, MN
During an awards ceremony at the conclusion of the competition the first, second, and third place teams
in each division were presented the recently-established Trimble Prize monetary award, along with the
traditional NSPS first, second, and third place awards. Sam, Inc. sponsored team shirts for all participants.
Subsurface Instruments provided Locators for each participating team. Nettleman Land Consultants, Inc.
provided its FS Prep Combo to winning team members in both divisions. Control Point Associates, Inc.
sponsored breakfast and breaks for all competitors. NCEES provided video coverage of the event. NSPS
sincerely thanks all of these sponsors for their generosity and support.
This year’s competition was coordinated by A. Richard Vannozzi. MS. PLS, Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering at the Wentworth Institute of Technology in Boston, MA (vannozzia@wit.edu). When plans
are finalized, the topic for the 2020 competition will be posted on the NSPS website at www.nsps.us.com/
page/StudentCompetition. It is anticipated that this information will be available on or before May 1, 2019.
NSPS is the national organization representing the entire Land Surveying profession in the United States.
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It has among its aims and objectives: Advancing the sciences and disciplines with in the profession;
supporting new practical methods of surveying; promoting public faith and confidence in the profession;
encouraging high standards of ethical and professional behavior; and seeking improvements in higher
education curricula for surveyors.

Baccalaureate Degree Division: First Place: University of Akron, Akron, OH

Cody Crum, Chase Sommers Aubrey Tobin, Mikaela Mroczkowski,
Ethan Straub and Josh Stevens

Associate Degree Division:
First Place: Central New Mexico Community College, Albuquerque, NM

Emiliano Salazar, Lonnie McKnight, and Justin Archuleta
For more information about NSPS please contact Executive Director Curt Sumner
E-mail: curtis.sumner@nsps.us.com
Publications and other media outlets interested in photographs from the competition should contact Trish
Source: NSPS News and Reviews
Milburn via email at: trisha.milburn@nsps.us.com
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CNM News

Benchmarks April 2019

Central New Mexico Community College
NMPS Student Chapter
Justin Archuleta, President
Hello Everyone,

As the semester winds down, some students are hitting their stride. As most of you know,
the CNM Student Group, comprised of Justin Archuleta, Lonnie McKnight and Emiliano
Salazar, has been hard at work preparing since October to present their project on the
3D Modeling of the Gilman Tunnels at the NSPS Student Competition. This took place
April 10th in Washington D.C., where they spent several days not only presenting but
also taking in the sights and history of our nation’s Capital. With the chance to take a step
back, the members took time to look for historical survey makers around the National
Mall. One of the finds was the Jefferson Pier, that marked the perpendicular intersect of
the White House and the Capital Building.

After the student group’s long day of looking for historical markers, they headed back
to Arlington, VA to find out how they did. The hard work and dedication that was put
in by the CNM Student Group definitely paid off as they were able to bring home First
Place in the Associates Degree Division. This marks the second time in three years CNM
has taken home first place. The first place finish also included a new metal locator, two
trophies, $2000 for the Survey Program for the school, along with study materials for the
FS Exam, reference books, and a HP Calculator for each member of the group. The team
had a great experience and is already looking forward to possibly going back next year.
Winning Team:
Emiliano Salazar,
Lonnie McKnight
and
Justin Archuleta

Benchmarks - May 2019
The Team would like to thank the following contributors who made the trip possible:
New Mexico Professional Surveyors
Middle Rio Grande Chapter NMPS
Llano Estacado Chapter NMPS
Southern Rio Grande Chapter NMPS
Sean Wolfe - Cobb Fendley & Associates, Inc.
Bill Brewster - Souder Miller & Associates
Larry Medrano – Precision Surveys
Asel Surveying & Consulting
DePauli Engineering & Surveying, LLC
Gary Eidson
John West Surveying Co. Inc.
Topographic Land Surveyors
Lastly, a big thank you to the NSPS,
especially Trisha Milburn for
taking extra care in shipping back
the larger items to New Mexico
for the team so they didn’t have to
worry about taking them on the
plane. Δ

Right:
The Jefferson Pier

412 N. Dal Paso
Hobbs, NM 88240
Tel: (575) 393-3117
Fax: (575) 393-3450
www.jwsc.biz
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The Federal Land Rights Series Edition 16

When federal law and state law collide

Can real property law at the state level render federal law moot?
by
Brian Portwood

This article is part of a quarterly series on the wide variety of issues associated with boundary
and easement disputes which arise in the federal context, emphasizing the importance of
understanding the historical origin of federal land rights, from the perspective of a professional land
surveyor. This 16th edition takes us to southern Colorado, to observe how cultural
differences can give rise to controversy over land rights, and to learn what can happen when a
traffic jam occurs at the intersection of federal law and state law. All those who either reside in the
Centennial State or have experienced its awe inspiring magnificence are likely to
appreciate the intensity of this rich historical drama, set upon the towering slopes of the
Sangre de Cristo Range.
Aside from the relatively small and isolated pockets of urban development that dot our western landscape, that vast and magnificent region has proven to be best adapted to the particular form of agriculture
known as animal husbandry, and as a consequence there has perhaps been no form of land use in the
western states which has generated tension and disputes more persistently than grazing rights. Of course
the right to allow animals to graze upon one’s own land is certainly among the more unremarkable rights
which attend fee ownership of real property, but grazing that involves any substantial number of animals
obviously requires substantial acreage, more acreage than a typical community member is likely to
personally own, bringing the desire or need to use land lying beyond the boundaries of the animal
owner’s property into play. Every society around the world has recognized that each member of any given
community has a legitimate need to make use of land he or she does not own, for various purposes, often
on a frequent or regular basis, and in our society, like most others, the easement concept represents the
primary legal mechanism supporting such activities. But in practice the seemingly simplistic easement
concept has historically proven to be far more problematic than one might suppose, primarily because
properly establishing land rights which take the form of an easement requires both foresight guided by
wisdom and careful attention to detail, ingredients which are often not fully appreciated by those who
set out to create and to document any given easement, setting the stage for potentially intense conflict.
This edition takes us to southern Colorado, an especially beautiful portion of the west which has for
generations been tormented by the residual vestiges of the clash of cultures that occurred when the
northward expansion of Mexico encountered, and was terminated or truncated by, the more powerful
westward expansion of our own nation during the Nineteenth Century, to observe one of the longest
running land rights disputes anywhere upon our continent. Although recent legal developments have
brought this seemingly interminable controversy to the forefront yet again, as we will later note, the
outstanding educational value embodied in it can only be fully absorbed through an examination of the
especially rich backstory which provides vital context to the most recent judicial proceedings. Here we
embark upon a review of the historically significant events that gave rise to this epic saga, cognizant that
the most essential component of our learning journey will come in the form of difficult questions, relating
to highly contentious and vexing land rights issues, as we discover the immense and enduring power of
the principles of law and equity, which intertwine in the resolution of those issues (FN 1).
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1840 to 1843 - At this time, just 2 decades after the completion of the separation of Mexico from the
Spanish Empire, as tangible and effective political boundaries between nations were only beginning to
emerge in the western most portions of the North American continent, the American presence in the
southwest was steadily and rapidly growing, compelling Mexican authorities to recognize the need to
prioritize actual population of the land situated in the northern part of the territory claimed by Mexico, if
they were to retain their authority over that remote region. Therefore, the pace at which land grants to private parties were being issued by Mexico accelerated, more or less proportionally to increasing American
intervention, as it became clear that introducing a large number of Mexican settlers to the northernmost
reaches of Mexican power would be necessary to give that young nation any chance of resisting the onslaught
of newcomers streaming southwestward from the Missouri frontier, not far to the northeast. As a
consequence of this Mexican emphasis upon putting boots on the ground, in an effort to outnumber and
thereby repel the numerous Americans arriving in the southwest, by physically demonstrating that the
land was firmly under Mexican control, Mexican authorities often ignored their own legal standards
governing the issuance of land grants, and basically sought to hand out land in large quantities to whoever
appeared to be ready to populate the landscape. It was under these conditions, amidst an oncoming and
intensifying clash of cultures, with war on the horizon and growing nearer, that an application for a huge
land grant, submitted by 2 young men, named Beaubien and Lee, was received and viewed with favor
by the Mexican government, as the waning days of 1843, a year of especially momentous American
migration, expired (FN 2).

1844 - Less than a month after their request for a massive amount of acreage, far beyond what they
could ever personally utilize, was filed, it was formally granted by the government of Mexico, making
Beaubien and Lee the owners in fee of about one million acres, situated primarily in what was later to become
Costilla County, Colorado. Thus a highly problematic tract of truly titanic size, known as the Sangre
de Cristo land grant (SDC) which was destined to play a major role in shaping the development of this
majestic but deeply troubled region, came into existence. Through the completion of a ceremonial delivery
of possession of the land unto them, which was orchestrated in accord with Mexican tradition, pursuant
to instructions issued by the governor of Mexico, the SDC grantees were formally vested with title to the
SDC tract, effectively completing their acquisition just as they had envisioned it. Fate was unkind to these
2 young men however, as dramatic events were already unfolding, which would allow them only 3 years
to enjoy whatever fruits they hoped to extract from their enormous estate (FN 3).

1845 - In accord with the desire of the Mexican government to populate its northern
frontier as a matter of national defense, and attempting to fulfill the purpose for which the
SDC had been created, settlers from the Taos area ventured northward and began to
occupy portions of the SDC, but they were effectively repelled and promptly ousted from
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1845 - In accord with the desire of the Mexican government to populate its northern frontier as a matter of
national defense, and attempting to fulfill the purpose for which the SDC had been created, settlers from
the Taos area ventured northward and began to occupy portions of the SDC, but they were effectively expelled and promptly ousted from their initial habitations along the upper Rio Grande by the Utes, Native
Americans who quite understandably regarded the SDC as a part of their homeland. Although the control
that was exerted by the Utes over the area containing the SDC was in its waning days, their presence was
still sufficient at this time to block the only serious effort to establish a Mexican community within the
SDC that was ever made during the lifetime of the SDC grantees.
1846 to 1847 - Not surprisingly, when the Mexican-American War broke out, the SDC grantees soon
became deeply immersed in, and in fact literally surrounded by, conflict laced with treachery, and early
in 1847 they found themselves in the wrong place at the wrong time. Beaubien and Lee were among the
6 individuals, including Governor Bent, who were killed when Bent's home in Taos was attacked by a
band of Mexicans and Native Americans, who were determined to resist the American intrusion into the
southwest, or at least exact a measure of revenge upon Americans and their allies, knowingly sacrificing
their own lives in a futile last ditch effort to do so. Predictably, the severe backlash precipitated by this
brazen assault was both swift and fearsome, as American forces soon arrived, prepared to suppress the
uprising with unforgiving brutality, leading to the event historically known as the Taos Massacre, but it
was the murderous rampage that occurred in Bent's house which decapitated the expansive SDC estate,
by ending the lives of both of its unfortunate owners. Mexico would never get another chance to establish
control over the SDC by placing Mexican settlers in possession of that land, as the communities which
subsequently developed therein were all founded upon American ground, newly obtained by conquest.
1848 - The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo was signed, marking the conclusion of the war, and in that
document the US, as the conqueror, formally confirmed that all existing land rights held by Mexican
citizens within the conquered territory would be honored. Thus US law supplanted Mexican law
throughout the region occupied by the SDC and many other Mexican land grants at this point in time,
so no further rights of any kind could accrue upon that land under any laws of Mexico, but land rights
could begin to accrue in all such locations, in accord with US law. All of the land thereby brought within
the boundaries of the US, which was never conveyed to anyone by Mexico, became part of the federal
public domain pursuant to this treaty, subject to congressional control, including administrative tasks such
as surveying, platting and disposal, but Congress understood and acknowledged that much of the
acquired area was already privately owned, and proceeded to simply await the arrival of patent
applications from the owners thereof. About 3 months after the treaty was signed, Beaubien, the father
of one of the deceased title holders, completed the acquisition of all of the interests of both SDC grantees,
making him the sole owner of the entire SDC, but perhaps unaware of US law, or reluctant to embrace
it, or simply unsure of how to proceed, he evidently took no steps toward obtaining a federal patent at
this time (FN 4).
1849 to 1852 - As the Ute dominance over the SDC region diminished, settlers from the Taos area and
other locations to the south, who may or may not have realized that the elder Beaubien had become the
sole owner of all of that ground, trickled northward along the upper Rio Grande, establishing some small
settlements such as San Luis within the SDC, evidently with neither any encouragement nor any objection
from Beaubien. Since urgency on the part of the Mexican government to populate the land comprising
the SDC with Mexican residents no longer existed however, that area remained remote and largely vacant
until the end of this period, at which time Beaubien openly invited settlers to enter the SDC for the
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purpose of establishing homesteads, and he began selling off various portions of the SDC, thus the
parcelization of the most preferable portions of the SDC commenced.
1854 - Cognizant that division of the conquered southwestern lands would be necessary for disposal
purposes, Congress authorized the creation of the Office of the Surveyor General of the New Mexico
Territory (10 Stat 308) outlining the duties of the holder of that office in so doing, which included
evaluation of the legitimacy of any Mexican land grants that might be submitted to that office for review.
President Pierce then appointed William Pelham of Kentucky, who had formerly served as the Surveyor
General of Arkansas, to be the first holder of that office, which Pelham proceeded to occupy for the next
6 years.

1856 - Beaubien notified Surveyor General Pelham of the extent of the SDC at this point, and after
ated by means
of a legitimate
Mexicanprovided
land grant,
adequately
reviewing
the information
by with
Beaubien,
Pelham promptly penned a letter of recommendaroperly established
boundaries,
thereby
enabling
Beaubienintohis
qualify
for a to be a valid tract, created by means
tion, informing
Congress
that the
SDC appeared
judgment
of a legitimate Mexican land grant, with adequately described and properly established boundaries,
thereby enabling Beaubien to qualify for a federal patent.
1860 - Congress formally approved the SDC for
patenting purposes, confirming the validity of the 1844
Mexican grant, based upon Pelham's official expression
of support for Beaubien's title (12 Stat 71 - 6/21/60).
All of the conveyances made by Beaubien, both
previously and subsequently, were thereby officially
validated, but the GLO took no action on the Beaubien
patent at this time, since the completion of the survey
work upon the public lands adjoining the SDC, through
which its boundaries might be verified on the ground and
federally documented, remained to be completed.
1861 - The Colorado Territory was congressionally
created, President Lincoln appointed Gilpin to serve as
its first territorial governor, and Costilla County, within
which the SDC lies, was founded (FN 5).

1863 - Disappointed that most of the land within the
SDC remained unsold after more than 10 years on
the market, and hoping to attract additional settlers to
occupy and acquire the remainder of his estate, while
attending a public assembly Beaubien verbally
announced his intention to dedicate a substantial portion
thereof as common ground, to be kept available for use
formally approved
the
SDC
for
patenting
purposes,
confirming
the
validityquite logically supporting the agrarian
by all successors of the SDC grantees for a set of specified
purposes,
ican grant, based
upon
official
expression
of support
foreffort to delineate the boundaries of this communeeds of
any Pelham's
typical settler.
Although
Beaubien
made no
(12 Stat 71 nal
- 6/21/60).
All
of
the
conveyances
made
by
Beaubien,
both mainly of residents of the several small
area with specificity, his words, spoken to a crowd comprised
ubsequently,
were thereby
officially
validated,
butbythe
took
no action
communities
which
had already
formed
thisGLO
time
within
the SDC, were written down by a scrivener,
patent at this
time,
since
the
completion
of
the
survey
work
upon
the in the county records, with Beaubien’s
accepted for recordation, and thereby documented for posterity
oining the SDC, through which its boundaries might be verified on the
rally documented, remained to be completed.

rado Territory was congressionally created, President Lincoln appointed
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approval. Thus the key document that would eventually serve as the basis for decades of litigation, widely
known as the Beaubien Grant, became a matter of public record at this point in time, while its grantor was
still awaiting the ultimate confirmation of American recognition of his Mexican title to the SDC, which a
federal patent would deliver unto him (FN 6)

1864 - Beaubien died and title to the remaining unconveyed SDC land was acquired by Gilpin, who agreed
to accept the property subject to any and all rights within that area which may be held or established by
those who own the many SDC parcels that had been sold off by Beaubien. Gilpin’s acceptance of the
position taken by the grantees of Beaubien at this time, who were convinced that Beaubien had intended to
bestow broad land rights of a communal nature upon each of them, extending far beyond their individual
parcel boundaries, left them free to use the unconveyed portions of the SDC that provided them with
ample water sources, forest resources and mountain meadows suitable for grazing, as long as those lands
remained open to them. Thus the pattern of communal land use, which Beaubien’s informal approach to
land conveyance, rooted as it was in Mexican values and traditions, had put in place, remained in effect
after his passing, in accord with his apparent wishes, effectively perpetuated by Gilpin, who evidently took
no successful steps to curtail use of the vacant portions of the SDC by Beaubien’s grantees.
1869 to 1870 - The peaceful pastoral conditions within the SDC which were fostered by Beaubien, and
then perpetuated during Gilpin’s relatively brief ownership of the SDC, were not destined to remain in
place for long however, because Gilpin was prepared to sell the attractive land within the SDC and he
proceeded to do so. United States Freehold & Emigration (USFE) acquired a substantial portion of the
SDC at this time, known as the Costilla Estate, but the initial controversy over the legitimacy of the SDC
as a valid Mexican land grant did not involve the grantees of Beaubien, it was triggered instead by the
arrival of an individual settler who believed that he could not be legally required to honor the existence
of the SDC.
1872 - Tameling, presumably a typical settler, knowingly situated himself upon land lying within the
boundaries of that portion of the SDC which had been acquired by USFE, insisting that he had the right
to acquire that land himself, directly from the US, under the existing settlement laws of the US, and maintaining that he could not be required to honor the title held by USFE, because the SDC was not a valid
Mexican land grant. The basis for Tameling’s position was the size of the SDC, as he correctly observed,
the acreage of the SDC greatly exceeded the maximum acreage limit which had been placed upon land
grants by Mexican law well before the boundaries of the SDC were proposed. Thus Tameling asserted
that the SDC was never a valid land grant, because its establishment in 1844 represented a direct violation
of the Mexican law which dictated the legal parameters that governed its creation, committed by the
Mexican authorities who had approved that grant.
1874 - The Supreme Court of the Colorado Territory was not in agreement with Tameling however, despite
the correctness of his observation regarding the clearly excessive size of the SDC, decreeing at this time
that both the SDC itself and the title held by USFE were entirely legitimate. In so holding, the territorial
justices emphasized that any concern or dismay over the fact that the 1844 creation of the SDC clearly
represented a violation of Mexican law, as Tameling had accurately pointed out, was both misguided
and futile, because congressional approval had subsequently been formally bestowed upon the SDC, in
accord with the laws of the US, and it was that approval which controlled and mandated the legitimacy
of the SDC as a valid tract under federal law. The acceptance and confirmation of the SDC announced by
Congress in 1860, a decade prior to Tameling’s arrival, the territorial panel found, “must be regarded as
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an unconditional ratification of the grant as previously made, and as such, equivalent in law to an original
authorization ... a legislative ratification of an act done without previous authority ... It is said however
(by Tameling's legal team) that there is nothing in a void estate upon which a confirmation can act, for
there is nothing to confirm. This overlooks the distinction to be made between the acts of a sovereign
power and an individual … a legislative act, unlike a deed of a private person, may confirm and make valid
a void conveyance." (FN 7).
1876 - Evidently convinced that the 1874 Colorado ruling validating the SDC in its entirety was
erroneous, Tameling took the matter on to the Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS) only to
experience defeat once again, as statehood arrived in Colorado and the nation celebrated the arrival of
its first centennial. SCOTUS agreed with the highest Colorado court that Tameling could not prevail,
because the illegitimate origin of the SDC, born as it was of Mexican chicanery stemming from
desperation, had been rendered moot and irrelevant by the 1860 action of Congress, which in legal
effect represented a federal land grant made under US law, without regard to any flaws, however severe or
substantial, afflicting the prior formation of the approved tract. Thus SCOTUS informed Tameling of
the immensity of the power of Congress, to address and conclusively determine land rights, whenever
a federal interest is involved, justifying congressional action, and Tameling learned that his observation
regarding the excessive size of the SDC had come too late to be of any assistance to him. The opportunity
to fight and potentially prevent federal acceptance of the SDC had in fact once existed, SCOTUS reminded
Tameling on this occasion, as he could have petitioned Congress in 1860, demanding that congressional
approval of the SDC be denied, but because he had failed to raise his protest at the appropriate time,
before Congress acted on the matter, that opportunity had been foreclosed, leaving him with no means
of escaping the legal consequences of that congressional action, which was legitimately taken in
fulfillment of obligations placed upon the US by the aforementioned 1848 treaty. In so ruling, SCOTUS took
particular notice of the highly significant role played by Surveyor General Pelham in assessing the validity
of the SDC. Upon observing that authority to evaluate the validity of land grants like the SDC, and make
recommendations to Congress regarding such lands, as Pelham had done in 1856, had been federally
bestowed upon Pelham in 1854, SCOTUS pointed out to Tameling that the congressional approval
of the SDC boundaries in 1860 had clearly, and quite properly, been based on Pelham's letter of
recommendation, which was a fully authorized act on the part of the Surveyor General under federal law.
After quoting from Pelham’s 1856 letter, SCOTUS went on to verify the legal force of the reliance of
Congress upon Pelham’s favorable report regarding his findings pertaining to the SDC:
“... the grant is a good and valid one ... legal title vests in Charles Beaubien to the land
embraced within the limits contained in the petition. The grant is therefore approved by
this office ... with the recommendation that it be confirmed by the Congress of the United
States.”William Pelham, Surveyor General, Surveyor General’s Office, Santa Fe, NM
“determination of this case depends upon the effect of the act of Congress to confirm certain
private land claims ... Did the act confirm the Sangre de Cristo grant to the extent of the
exterior boundaries of the claim? … Congress legislated … the adjustment of land claims ... the
duty of ascertaining their origin, nature, character, and extent was expressly enjoined upon the
Surveyor General ... he was empowered for that purpose … Congress acted upon the claim as
recommended for confirmation by the Surveyor General. The confirmation being absolute and
unconditional, without any limitation as to quantity … such an act passes the title of the United
States … a grant may be made by a law as well as by a patent.” (FN 8).
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The Tameling ruling exemplifies the principle that any foreign land grant, once ratified by Congress,
effectively becomes subject to all of the protective forces of federal law which armor all congressional
land grants, under the “grant de novo” concept, placing any ambiguities or problematic facts arising from
the original foreign grant, such as the issue of excessive acreage highlighted by Tameling, in a state of
permanent and absolute repose. In reality, many recipients of foreign land grants comparable to the SDC
have taken legal action over the subsequent decades, complaining that they were cheated in one respect
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1880 - By this point in time all of the GLO survey work in the relevant area, which had been conducted
primarily if not entirely during the 1870s, was
complete, and GLO personnel were therefore
confident that the boundaries of the SDC had
been duly verified on the ground and accurately
platted. In addition, SCOTUS had validated the
SDC, as noted above, deeming it to be privately
held land, worthy of the title security bestowed
by a confirmatory federal patent, rather than
public land, so at last no reason for further delay
in carrying out the 1860 congressional mandate,
directing the GLO to fulfill Beaubien's 1856
patent request, remained to deter federal personnel from taking the designated disposal action.
The GLO had no capacity however, to determine
exactly who, or even how many people, stood
in the shoes of Beaubien at this time as his
successors, 16 years after his death, so the only
name that appeared on the document issued by
the GLO at this date was that of the man who had
requested the patent. Nonetheless, the arrival of
this long awaited federal confirmation brought
documented certainty to the chain of title held
by all those who had legitimately acquired any
portion of the land within the SDC, from either
Beaubien or Gilpin.
1881 to 1959 - For 8 decades, Culebra Peak, one

1881 to 1959 - For 8 decades, Culebra Peak, one of the towering pinnacles standing ab
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of the towering pinnacles standing above the elevation of 14,000 feet which mark the backbone of the
Rockies, watched like a sentinel from its vantage point along the east boundary of the SDC as generations
of SDC successors were born, used the land, and passed into history. Exactly when Gilpin sold the last
portion of the SDC property that he had acquired in 1864 is unknown, but by the time of his death 30 years
later all of the SDC land that he had once owned had passed into the hands of numerous others. During
this period the most hospitable areas within the SDC were presumably parcelized and occupied for residential purposes, while the less hospitable portions thereof, consisting mainly of wooded land situated at
high elevation, remained largely if not entirely uninhabited. During the early decades of this period
various parts of the former Gilpin property were utilized on a regular basis by Beaubien’s successors,
for the purposes which had been enumerated in the 1863 Beaubien Grant, but no serious land use issues
evidently arose, since Gilpin’s initial successors apparently acknowledged, at least tacitly if not expressly,
that the successors of Beaubien had the right to enter and use those portions of the SDC which had never
been conveyed in fee to anyone by Beaubien. The primary uses which were made of the vast Gilpin estate
by the SDC successors were pasturing, obtaining water, and harvesting timber, all of which were specified in the 1863 document, but they also occasionally engaged in some recreational activities upon that
land, such as hunting and fishing. This land use pattern continued throughout this period, even after all of
the Nineteenth Century occupants of the area had departed, apparently without any significant disruption
or disturbance, as the successors of Gilpin and their grantees generally honored the rights of Beaubien’s
successors. During the 1930s and 1940s however, letters were exchanged between local attorneys,
revealing some uncertainty about the validity of the rights held by the SDC successors by virtue of
the Beaubien Grant. Then as land valuations increased after World War II, both in the SDC region and
elsewhere, greater scrutiny was applied to land rights of questionable origin, and use of the Torrens Title
process, which had been statutorily adopted in Colorado in 1903, became prevalent. At the end of this
period, a timber baron named Taylor residing nearly 2000 miles to the east, in the North Carolina town of
New Bern, decided that an undeveloped portion of the SDC appeared to present an attractive opportunity
to expand his business operations into the west, and that decision would have a dramatic impact upon the
residents of Costilla County.
1960 - Evidently well advised and fully informed about the history of the ground comprising the SDC,
as one might expect a person with access to extensive legal resources to be, Taylor elected to acquire a
portion of the former Gilpin estate which contained about 77,000 acres, much of it consisting of prime
timberland, interspersed with mountain meadows, constituting ideal pastureland, all below the timberless
ground occupying the upper slopes of the Sangre de Cristo Range, overlooking the historic town of San
Luis to the west. Apparently aware from the outset that title to the land he had just acquired was clouded
by the events outlined above, Taylor realized that like Tameling nearly a century before him, he was a
latecomer to the SDC region, therefore he would have to deal in some manner with the existing land rights
which eroded the exclusivity of the title he had acquired. It appears that Taylor understood that Gilpin had
accepted the SDC remainder property in 1864 with full knowledge of the Beaubien Grant, enacted during
the preceding year, and Taylor’s legal team was cognizant that Gilpin had taken no meaningful or effective
steps to deny or restrict the rights of Beaubien’s direct successors, even though he had the opportunity to
do so, because Gilpin viewed his land within the SDC only as an investment or a profit source, and was
therefore inclined to simply disregard land use, leaving it up to subsequent parties like the Taylor cadre
to take on the task of directly assailing the legal status of the Beaubien Grant. Taylor wanted to hold his
new Colorado property in isolation, as a timber resource, free of any right of entry or usage held by any
others, but he knew that before he could enclose his tract or exclude all others from that land, he would
need to clear his title, and his legal team informed him that the best way to accomplish that was to engage

as a timber resource, free of any right of entry or usage held by any others, but he knew
that before he could enclose his tract or exclude all others from that land, he would need to
clear his title, and his legal team informed him that the best way to accomplish that was to
engage in Torrens Title litigation in federal court. So upon finalizing his SDC acquisition,
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to file a federal legal action, seeking a decree declaring the termination or nullification of any and all
land rights allegedly or purportedly held by any of the SDC successors pursuant to the Beaubien Grant of
1863 (FN 9).

1961 - The process of
identifying and notifying the parties who would
form the group comprising
Taylor's legal opponents
in his Torrens Title action
commenced, conducted by
numerous attorneys with
input from the presiding
federal judge, and with assistance from federal law
enforcement officers as
well, who hand delivered
notification letters to hundreds of people on Taylor's behalf, in accord with the law and the guidance provided by the federal
judge.
1961
- The process of identifying and notifying the parties who would form the group
comprising Taylor's legal opponents in his Torrens Title action commenced, conducted by
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of 369 individuals who had been provided with notification in one form or another, but who either chose
not to respond or simply neglected to respond, were deemed to be in default by the federal judge, legally
1962 - Still unconvinced that all of the relevant parties had been identified and contacted,
ending their opportunity
to engage in the federal litigation launched by Taylor, while 112 other parties,
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victory for Taylor, as the federal judge, convinced that the efforts of Taylor and his legal team to contact
every one of the SDC successors and invite each of them to participate in his title action were legally
sufficient and fully satisfactory, rejected all of the land rights assertions made by his 112 opponents.
Obviously dismayed by this result, a group of the defendants, under the leadership of an individual named
Sanchez, decided to appeal this ruling, placing this matter before a federal appellate court.
1967 - Upon appeal, the defendants once again experienced defeat, as the appellate review revealed no error in the lower court decision to quiet Taylor’s title against all of his opponents. Focusing solely upon the
federal aspects of the creation of the SDC, specifically the 1860 congressional approval of the 1844Mexican land grant and the 1880 federal patent that was based upon that approval, the federal Court of Appeals agreed with Taylor that his portion of the SDC was legally unburdened by any land rights other than
those which Congress expressly intended to approve and put in place. In the eyes of the federal judicial
panel, due to the fact that the SDC was a product of federal authority, as SCOTUS had indicated 91 years
earlier, no federally unauthorized land rights could be allowed to prevent Taylor from quieting his title
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through the Torrens Title process, so no opportunity existed for any of Taylor’s opponents to legally
leverage either the 1863 Beaubien Grant or any rights subsequently established through the use of the
relevant SDC land by their ancestors, in support of their assertion that the Taylor estate was subject to their
use:
“Named as defendants were several hundred persons comprising the entire adult population
of the area immediately to the west (of Taylor’s tract) … A default judgment was entered against
369 named defendants for failure to respond to interrogatories. Issues were joined as to 112
defendants ... most of the lands of the grant (the SDC) other than the Mountain Tract (Taylor’s
acquisition) have been segregated and fenced. This tract which Taylor purchased in 1960
remains the only unfenced portion of the grant of any significance … was the grant of the land
herein involved by the Mexican Government burdened with a servitude in favor of any person
or group of persons other than the grantee? … rights under Mexican law did not survive the
acquisition of the lands by the United States and the congressional confirmation of title to the
Sangre de Cristo Grant in Beaubien … appellants, as a matter of law, have no rights in Taylor’s
land under Mexican law or the original grant. Any conflicting rights (of Mexican origin) … were
thereby extinguished (by Congress).” (FN 10).
Because none of the defendants, or in fact anyone at all, the Court of Appeals observed, could prove that
any land rights which the earliest occupants or residents of the SDC may have been granted, or may have
otherwise established, under Mexican law, were ever endorsed or otherwise accepted by Congress, no
such rights could prevent Taylor’s Torrens Title action from achieving success. Taylor’s opponents elected
not to file any appeal of this ruling to SCOTUS, bringing complete finality to the matter at the federal
level, and thereby placing the protective mantle of federal law upon Taylor’s shoulders.
1968 to 1977 - Confident that his right to exert total control over all use of the land within his property
boundaries had been properly adjudicated and conclusively resolved in his favor, Taylor instructed his
employees to actively pursue and eject all those who attempted to make any use his land, and they
frequently did so, leading to high tension between the Taylor family and most of the residents of Costilla
County. Among the steps taken by Taylor, in an effort to fully isolate his estate, was the blockage of all
of the existing roads passing through his property, but in response to the resultant public outcry county
workers soon removed the barricades that Taylor’s personnel had put in place, while informing them that
the roads they had closed were actually public, and thus were not subject to any private closure. At the end
of this period however, acting with complete confidence pursuant to his federal court triumph 10 years
earlier, and convinced that his federally validated Torrens Title enabled him to legally prevent anyone
from entering his property on any basis, Taylor proceeded to file another federal action, against the Sheriff
of Costilla County and the Board of County Commissioners, seeking damages for the unjustified removal
of those barricades, and for the ongoing public use of the roads at issue, on the grounds that none of those
roads were public. Taylor then succeeded in securing another federal decree in his favor, as a federal
district judge found that the county had failed to prove that any of the contested roads were public,
agreeing with Taylor that the county’s barricade removal activities represented an unjustified intrusion upon his right to isolate all of his land on that basis. Although Taylor was awarded only nominal
monetary damages on this occasion, he nonetheless accomplished his primary objective, which was to obtain federal confirmation of his right, as a Torrens Title holder, to combat any and all unauthorized entries
upon his land through road closure, given the absence of definitive proof that any of the roads within his
property boundaries were actually public in nature. Once again Taylor had scored a bullseye by turning
to federal litigation, rather than taking legal action at the state court level, and at this point those who had
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been legally vanquished by his efforts, and their allies who had not yet directly engaged Taylor, recognized
that any success they might still hope to achieve could not be obtained through the federal legal system
(FN 11).
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and thus began their effort to mitigate the aforementioned federal rulings, which in their view had wrongly
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manner which Beaubien had outlined in 1863, nearly a century prior to Taylor’s arrival.
Since they had experienced repeated defeat at the federal judicial level however, this group
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that a quarter of a century had passed since this same controversy had been duly addressed and resolved
named Rael, filing an action against the ranch and its fee owners in the state court system,
in federal court (FN 13).

Footnotes

...........to be continued in the next Benchmarks issue

1) As always, all of the relevant historical material reviewed herein is presented in chronological fashion,
because this material comprises not merely a brimming basket of factual information, but also a timeline
of vital evidentiary facts and key events, which is best viewed with mindfulness of its value as evidence,
making chronological organization the most logical format.
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2) The land grant request or petition which was officially filed on 12/27/43 by these young men, seeking
title to an audacious amount of land, identified the area of their desire as the Sangre de Cristo region, and
described the land they sought to obtain with reference to four rivers, the Costilla, Culebra, Del Norte
and Trinchera. Quite ironically, at the same time US Senators Benton and Linn, both from Missouri, were
working to put in place a comparable American land grant program, expressly targeted at securing land
in the northwestern part of the continent, known as the Oregon Territory, for the US. Through the efforts
of those ardent Missourians and many others over the ensuing years, the Donation Act of 1850 eventually
became federal law, and it proceeded to play a major role in the establishment of complete and permanent
US control over that area, which was also coveted by Britain, Russia and other nations, by encouraging
easterners to occupy Oregon, and rewarding them for doing so. While the efforts of those senators were ultimately successful however, and localities throughout the northwest bear their names today as a tribute to
their vision, the military might of the US crushed the comparable efforts of Mexico while they were still in
an incipient stage, preventing the numerous Mexican land grants that were issued during this time period
from producing the result which was anticipated by the Mexican authorities who undersigned those grants.
The Donation Land Claim program instituted by the US was not entirely without difficulty however, quite
the contrary in fact, extensive litigation was required to hammer out numerous issues stemming from the
adoption of the 1850 Donation Act. Classic land rights cases such as Parrish v Stephens (1 OR 59 & 1 OR
73 - 1853) and Lownsdale v Portland (1 OR 381 - 1861) exemplify the many thorny problems which were
encountered, at the intersection of federal law and territorial law, pursuant to the implementation of the
Donation Act. Readers can turn to The Land Surveyor's Guide to the Supreme Court of Oregon - Volume
One, compiled in 2018 by the author of this article and available through the PLSO Online Store, among
other resources, for additional information on this fascinating historical subject.
3) As indicated in FN 2, the SDC was bounded principally by prominent natural features, specifically
rivers and mountains, but its corners were also marked by mounds of stone, so no contention over the
external limits of the SDC played any role in any of the litigation cited herein. Courts of several western states have acknowledged the decidedly liberal nature of Mexican real property law during the early
Nineteenth Century, and the potentially extensive nature of the land rights that are typically associated
with the Mexican land grants which were made during that period. For example, the Supreme Court of
Texas has stated that typical grantees of the Mexican government “were put into possession with all the
uses, customs, privileges and appurtenances … as vested property rights”. (Texas Law Review – Volume
36 Page 301 – 1958)
4) This treaty was entitled: “Treaty of Peace, Friendship, Limits, and Settlement", dated 2/2/48, and was
codified into federal law as 9 Stat 922. The elder Beaubien's full name was Charles Hipolyte Trotier,
Sieur de Beaubien, but he was widely known simply as Carlos Beaubien, having effectively discarded his
French origins and fully immersed himself in the culture of Mexico. As the sole heir of his late unmarried
and childless son, the elder Beaubien obtained the title previously held by the younger Beaubien through
inheritance, and he then paid the administrator of the estate of Lee $100 for the title which until 1847 was
held by his son's deceased partner and friend, who was the sheriff of Taos at the time of his demise, thereby
consolidating ownership of entire SDC in the elder Beaubien.
5) William Gilpin (1813-1894) initially rose to prominence as a companion of famed explorer J. C. Fremont, accompanying Fremont to the Oregon Territory in 1843, and becoming a prominent early leader
of the successful movement to secure that region for the US by attracting a flood of settlers to pour into
Oregon from the eastern states. Gilpin then served with distinction in the Mexican-American War, and
later wisely became a supporter of future President Lincoln, who rewarded him in 1861, when the need to
appoint a governor of the Colorado Territory arose. Gilpin's time as governor was both brief and troubled
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however, stricken with financial chaos for which Gilpin was saddled with blame, forcing Lincoln to remove him from that office after just one year. Gilpin had learned how the game was played however, and
he went on to parlay his knowledge into great wealth through his engagement in numerous conveyances.
Although the exact extent of the profit which accrued to him from the SDC is unknown, his involvement
with that tract undoubtedly compounded his wealth enormously, since he acquired that richly prized land,
valued at well over $1000 per acre today, for just 4 cents per acre.

6) The text comprising this grant has stood upon the public records in Costilla County continuously since
5/11/63, occupying Page 256 of Book 1. The controversial words of the Beaubien Grant, which was composed in Spanish, upon translation suggest an intention on the part of the grantor that the relevant portion
of his estate "shall remain uncultivated ... for the pasturing of cattle ... all the inhabitants are to have the
benefits of pasture, water, firewood and timber". The aspects of the grant relating to the necessity of fetching water for domestic use, and the necessity of gathering wood to provide domestic warmth, both having
been rendered substantially moot by the passage of time, the pasturage element of the grant was destined
to become the central component of future controversy, as the need for grazing land in the relevant area
waxed rather than waned as the subsequent decades came and went. There is no indication that Beaubien
was an attorney, so his knowledge of legal requirements and limitations pertaining to conveyance documentation was presumably limited or minimal, and in view of that, its hardly surprising that he appears
to have been convinced that this grant was legally sufficient to accomplish his intended objective. Since
he died the next year he may also have been motivated to announce this grant at this particular time by
feelings of plain beneficence and gratitude toward those who had acquired numerous portions of his estate, and had formed humble communities thereupon, but his motivation is nonetheless unclear, because
whether or not he had any reason to anticipate that his own death would be soon in coming is unknown.
Although Beaubien seems to have quite willingly taken on the role of a land baron, there is no indication
that any portion of the SDC was ever formally subdivided or platted under his direction, so all indications
suggest that he was less than diligent as a subdivider, and that his attention was focused simply upon disposing of his land, rather than putting sound conveyance documentation in place.
7) See Tameling v United States Freehold & Emigration - Supreme Court of the Colorado Territory (2
COLO 411 – 1874).
8) See Tameling v United States Freehold & Emigration - Supreme Court of the United States (93 US
644 – 1876).
9) Taylor’s initial legal action was filed against the Jaquez family among others, who were apparently
residents of nearby SDC lands, and the resultant case was therefore known as Taylor v Jaquez, but no
legal citation for that unreported case exists. Taylor’s decision to file his action in federal court rather than
state court, which he was qualified to do because he was not a resident of Colorado, was an astute one,
resulting from his legal team's accurate observation that employing the federal legal system would
distinctly enhance Taylor's chances of success. Although Taylor was not the first easterner or outsider ever
to buy part of the SDC, he may well have been the first party ever to do so with the express intention of
targeting rights which originated in the Nineteenth Century for extinction, and it would appear that he was
the first party ever to leverage the Torrens Title process for that purpose in this location, so its not really
surprising that until 1960 no legal spotlight had ever been focused upon the rights stemming from the
97 year old Beaubien Grant. There is no indication that Taylor had the SDC land he proposed to acquire
surveyed before investing in it, presumably the cited 77,000 acre figure, which equates to over 120 square
miles or more than 3 full GLO townships of normal size, was a mere product of computation, based upon
existing acreage figures of unspecified origin, yet there appears to be no reason to suspect that it was
materially erroneous.
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10) See Sanchez v Taylor - United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit (377 F2d 733 –
5/17/67).
11) See Taylor v Sandoval - United States District Court for the District of Colorado (442 F Supp 491 12/28/77).
12) Shortly before his death, the senior Taylor expanded his family's land holdings in Costilla County by
acquiring an additional 2500 acre tract, situated in an unspecified location, presumably adjoining a portion of the original Taylor Ranch boundary, from an unspecified party, bringing the total number of acres
within the SDC that were controlled by the Taylors to about 80,000. They then proceeded to halt all use
of that additional area, along with the original ranch property, by county residents, but this development
proved to be legally inconsequential, aside from the fact that it undoubtedly deepened resentment on the
part of community members.
13) See Rael v Taylor - Court of Appeals of Colorado (832 P2d 1011 – 12/5/91). Ownership of the Taylor
Ranch by the Taylor family ended in 1988, when the entirety of the Taylor property in Costilla County was
conveyed to a Texas mogul, but the legal involvement of the Taylors in the determination of the land rights
issues associated with their former estate did not end at that point in time, and all of the land they had once
so stringently controlled continued to be judicially described as the Taylor Ranch. Δ
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2019 Lifetime Achievement Award - Ira Hardin
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Keri Greiner
with
Ira Hardin

Born in 1932, in Baca County, CO, Ira’s first experience with surveying was when he started attending
the University of Colorado at 17 years old. He joined the military in 1953 and was a MP at Sandia base
in Albuquerque until 1955. After returning to Colorado, he served as Jefferson County Planning Director,
where he implemented the first subdivision regulations for the state of Colorado. He went on to become
County Engineer and was elected to two 4-year terms as County Surveyor. After his brief political career,
Ira worked for several major home building companies in and around Denver area, where he oversaw both
engineering and surveying duties not limited to land acquisition, boundary surveys, topographic surveys,
master plans, preliminary and final plats, as well as lot construction supervision. It was during this time
he helped found the Professional Land Surveyors of Colorado group and served as the third president. Ira
worked in Kansas for a time as Sherman County Engineer, ex officio County Surveyor prior to moving
to Las Cruces in 1998, where he then worked in El Paso as both an RPLS and engineer before going to
work more locally with Souder Miller and Associates as a Senior Surveyor and Senior Engineer. Upon
retirement from SMA, he has continued to consistently work part time. Ira has served as a president of
the Paso Del Norte chapter in El Paso, as he holds a membership with the Texas Society of Professional
Surveyors and is a sustaining member of NMPS. He has three children, one of which holds a surveying
license in the state of Colorado and another in the Geomatics program at New Mexico State University.
Ira has both walked and climbed in the ‘footsteps’ of good surveyors and struggled with the notes of
others, but will continue to do so, maintaining a career that has endured seventy years.
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2019 Surveyor of the Year - David Acosta, PS 21082

David started his surveying career with Wilson & Company in Summer of 2001. After spending the
next two summers with Wilson & Company, he decided to enroll into the Surveying Engineering
Program at New Mexico State University and graduated with his Bachelors of Science in 2007.
David went on to become licensed in the State of New Mexico and became the City Surveyor of the
City of Albuquerque in 2012. In 2014 David joined his now business partner John D. Gallegos to
become the President of Construction Survey Technologies where he currently works. Starting at the 2015
Conference, David hosted the OLAN project where NMPS members were able to bring their kids to
the conference for a tour of the vendors and hands on activities. David is a current member of NMPS
and served as the 2016 President. In 2017 David was a recipient of the xyHt Magazine 40 under 40 for
Remarkable Geospatial Professionals. Last summer in 2018 David coordinated a full day of hands
on surveying activities with middle school and high school students as part of the NM Prep Academy
which is a STEM summer camp hosted at NMSU. This past year David has also served as a Professional
Advisor with the New Mexico State University Geomatics Department. As part of this work David has
been extremely active in promoting and marketing the profession of surveying as well as the NMSU
Geomatics program by visiting local middle schools, high schools and Community Colleges in the
Las Cruces/El Paso area. David is extremely passionate about the future of surveying in New Mexico.

David Acosta
Previous NMPS
Surveyor of the Year
Awards
1998 Salvador E. Vigil
1999 Wilfried E. Roeder
2000 James J. Medrano
2001 Robert B. Stephenson
2002 Guy D. Hayden
2003 Glen W. Thurow
2004 Jorge C. Moy
2005 Dean Williamson
2006 Gary O. Robertson
2007 Steven M. Frank
2008 Cliff A. Spirock
2009 Samuel A. Bateman
2010 David E. Cooper
2011 Cliff Wilke
2012 Santiago Romero, Jr.
2013 Glen B.Haikin
2014 Allen Grace
2015 Gary Eidson
2016 Jeffery Ludwig
2017 Will Plotner
2018 Kery Greiner
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2019 Distinguished Service Award - Sonya L. Cooper
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Keri Greiner with
Sonya Cooper

Dr. Cooper is a Regents Professor and the interim dean of the College of Health and Social Services at
NMSU. Prior to this job, she served as the academic associate dean in the College of Engineering. She
has been a member of the Engineering Technology & Surveying Engineering department over 24 years,
serving as department head prior to becoming associate dean. During this time, she led the merger of the
engineering technology department and the surveying department. In addition to the college academic
administrative duties, she teaches courses in civil engineering topics and serves as co-advisor for several
student organizations. She is very active in the community and State as a board member of non-profit
organizations and practicing engineer for structural and historic preservation projects across the State.
She volunteers and consults for numerous entities and has served as the National Park Service Vanishing
Treasures structural engineer. Dr. Cooper held officer positions for the NM section of the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) for five years, serving as president in 2013. During this time, she
chaired the 2012 NM Infrastructure Report Card. She has served as a national engineering accreditation
commissioner and evaluator, and as an officer and member on national education committees. Dr. Cooper organized the efforts to recover the surveying program in summer of 2016, when the program was
eliminated due to major budget reconciliation. Dr. Cooper worked with surveying industry representatives
to organize the re-design of the curriculum, delivery format, and program name, in order to gain approval
from university administrators and the Board of Regents, to allow the program to continue.
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and David Acosta
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Kery Greiner, Clay Wygant and Jacobo Pacheco
Mark Marrujo and Conrad Roybal

Diego Sisneros and Dick Elgin
Kevin Lane and Mark Marrujo

Allen, Shelley, Gary, Patty and Kery

Eark Burkholder and Mark Marrujo

Kelly Melton, Mark Marrujo
and Edgardo Amaro

Conference photos by David Acosta
and Barry Phillips

Diego Sisneros and Mark Marrujo
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Social Hour

Chris Chavez

Allen Grace, Earl Burkholder, Bill Stone
and Scott Farnham

Acosta Family

Matt Nawrocki and Mark Marrujo

Darryl Coster

Matt Nawrocki and Vectors Crew
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Above: NMSU Alumni - All past
graduates and present students
rising to the occasion

Kery Greiner with Vectors, Inc crew
Donation Match

Left and below: These donations
to the NMPS/FYSD Fund go
towards the NMSU Geomatics
Program

Mary Homan
and Kery Greiner

Mike D’Antonio, Mary Homan
and Kery Greiner
NM Gas Co. (Emera) Donation
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Some of the vendors at
the 2019 NMPS Conference
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NM Young Surveyors

New Mexico Young
Surveyors

What is N

We are an affil
membership w
Society of Prof
Surveyors – Yo
Network(NSPS

April 11th and 12th I attended the Young Surveyors Network Spring Meeting.
This was held in Arlington, Virginia with the NSPS Spring Business Meeting.
At the meeting we discussed a lot of business of our organization including our
YSN website we are working on as well as YSN getting more involved with the
NSPS Student competition. Currently one of the judges of the student competition is the past president of YSN, we are looking at the possibility of having
more involvement with the student competition including helping to organize
the event. We also had a presentation by Ari Giovenco, Amazon's Manager ofMISSION
PublicSTATEMENTPolicy, Ari discussed
Amazon's leadership principles. This was a very interesting discussion and had“To
a lot
of value to the Young
create an atmosphere in which young
For more info
surveyors
can connect and with
promoteTim
the
Surveyors. Amazon strives for innovation and keeps their clients first. We also had a discussion
fill out the Go
profession.”
HERE.
Burch the Vice President of NSPS. While at the meeting I was also able to sit in on the NSPS UAV Committee meeting which I got a lot of value out of. This is one of the more active committees at NSPS and
GOALSClick to follow u
rightfully so. We discussed issues with the FAA, certifications and many other
topics.
meeting was a
 Attend
3 or more The
career fairs
 Host a meeting & social event at the NMPS conference
 Get involved with the golf tournament at the NMPS conference
great opportunity to visit with surveyors around the country.

The NSPS-YSN
surveyors aged
under, or withi
graduation fro
study in land s
related field. E
welcome to joi
however, the fo
provide suppo
individuals tha
definition.

 Promote National Surveyor’s week in New Mexico
 Help high school students connect with surveyors around the state to show t
profession
 Create promotional videos to be used to promote not only surveying nationw
promote NMSU & CNM surveying programs
 Build contour sandbox to display at career fairs
 Mentor high school students into the profession, get them to pass CST exam
get a job

While there I got to visit with some of our own New Mexicans and watch the awards for the student competition. I was very proud to see CNM and NMSU do so well at the student competition!
The New Mexico Young Surveyors are continuing to plan for the rest of the year and finish our contour
sand box we have been working on. As surveyors become in even greater demand we hope to see our
group grow. These are great times to be a Young Surveyor!
Thanks,
James Combs

Baccalaureate Degree Division:
Honorable Mentions: New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM
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Corporate Member
GeoShack
Dallas and El Paso, TX and
Albuquerque, NM

Sustaining Members
Tim Aldrich
Aldrich Land Surveying
Albuquerque, NM

Kery Greiner
Tierra Surveys, LLC,
Las Cruces, NM

Earl F. Burkholder
Global Cogo, Inc.
Las Cruces, NM

Ira Hardin
Hardin Engineering
Las Cruces, NM

Isaac Camacho
Brock & Bustillos Inc.
Las Cruces, NM

Russ Hugg
9384 Valley View Dr. NW
Albuquerque, NM

Douglas W. Copeland
Douglas W. Copeland PEPS
T or C, NM

Thomas Johnston
Wayjohn Surveying Inc.
Albuquerque, NM

Marc A. DePauli
DePauli Engineering &
Surveying, LLC
Gallup, NM

Keith Stickford
North Star Land Surveying
La Jara, NM

Russell Elliott
Elliott Surveying
Albuquerque, NM

Salvador Vigil
Land Surveying Co., LLC
Santa Fe, NM

Thank you for your support!
Sustaining Membership

The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico
Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors. Please contact the NMPS office for more
information or to upgrade your existing membership.
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CONTACT INFORMATION:

Surveyors Source
Eric Evans
505-366-7722

eric@surveyorssource.com
RELEASE DATE:

3/13/19

ERIC EVANS JOINS SURVEYORS SOURCE
ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE FOR NEW MEXICO
Dateline: Albuquerque, NM, 01/01/2019 — Eric Evans has joined Surveyors Source as an
Account Executive, primarily covering New Mexico. Eric has worked in sales and technical
support for 18 years specializing in Surveying, GIS, Construction, Laser Scanning, UAV’s, and
Photogrammetry software. Eric will be based in Albuquerque to support customers across
New Mexico.
“We are pleased to have Eric Evans as our representative for New Mexico.” Says Nick
Cournoyer, Sales Manager for Surveyors Source. “His experience and dedication to
customer service is a great fit for our organization.”
Founded in 2014, Surveyors Source was created by two individuals with over 50 years of
combined industry experience. Stan Mahler and Nick Cournoyer both worked for Surveyors
Service Co. (Costa Mesa, CA and Phoenix, AZ) and teamed up in June of 2014 to create
Surveyors Source. We are dedicated and committed to providing first class customer service
and quality products at a fair price.
Our mission is to be your first-choice supplier of Land Surveying and Civil Engineering
measuring systems utilizing the latest robotic total station, GNSS, Data collection and
software systems on the market today. Representing Leica Geosystems, Septentrio, Carlson
and MicroSurvey products and combined with years of training, technical support and
service, we are perfectly positioned to take care of your long term and everyday field
equipment and supply needs.
For more information, please call 602-274-2052 or email info@surveyorssource.com

New Mexico Professional Surveyors
52 El Dorado Rd
Corrales, NM 87048
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